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I. INTRODUCTION
Finite state space semi-Markov models find application in a variety of areas such
as queueing theory, reliability, and clinical trials [Refs. 1,2,3]. The application of these
models often centers on the distribution of a first-passage time to a state or a set of
states representing for example the lifetime of a system or the end of a busy period of a
server. Suppose that the observations of the path of the semi-Markov process are all
that is known about the process.
In a number of these areas, data arise that are censored. This happens
frequently, for instance, when fitting lifetime distributions either in medicine or in the
field of industrial quality control. In medicine, one might be measuring the amount by
which some new drug extends the life of terminally ill patients. A certain number of
patients are still alive at the end of the experiment, so we do not know how much their
lives have been extended overall, and certain others might have died of unrelated
causes or have been removed from treatment prematurely. In quality control one
might be measuring the distribution of time-to-failure for a sample of integrated circuit
chips under conditions that accelerate aging. Again, many of the chips may not have
failed by the end of the trial, while others may have failed at the very beginning due to
manufacturing defects unrelated to the mechanisms which cause failures in the long
run.
This thesis reports the results of a simulation experiment to compare various
parametric and nonparametric estimates of the distribution of a first-passage time for a
particular semi-Markov process with censoring. The specific simulation model and
estimates considered are given in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 contains the details of the
simulation experiment and results. Conclusions from the study are given in Chapter 4.
II. NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
A. PROBLEM
Suppose we observe N individuals. Let X^{i) be the state of the i^ individual at
time /. We will assume {X^{i), t>0} i= 1, 2, ..., N, are independent identically
distributed semi-Markov processes with three states {0,1,2}. The individuals start at
t=0 in state 1. Upon leaving state 1, they transition to state with probability G and
to state 2 with probability 1-9. From state 2, transition is to state 1 with probability 1.
State is an absorbing state. The sojourn time in state / has a distribution function F.
(i= 1,2). The individuals are censored . independently. The censoring times are
exponentially distributed with mean 1/c. The entire path of transitions and sojourn
times are observed until the time of censoring, if any. Let D be the first entrance time
to state 0. The problem is to estimate the survival distribution P{D > t) with the
censored data of the N individuals.
B. ESTIMATORS
Four estimators for P{D > t} will be described in this section. The first being
the Kaplan-Meier estimate [Ref 4], and the others are Maximum Likelihood, Renewal
Equation, and Asymptotic Renewal estimates from a paper by P. A. Jacobs [Ref 5].
1. Kaplan-Meier Estimate
One nonparametric estimate for censored data is the product limit estimate.
Let U^, U2, .-., U^ be independent identically distributed random variables with
distribution G. Let Vj, V2, ..., V^^ be independent identically distributed times to
censorship. Let
Zj = min(Uj,V.) (eqn2.1)
and
6j = Jo if Uj < V. (eqn 2.2)
1 otherwise .
Let Z/j\ ^ Z/2) ^ •• — Z/j^N be the order statistics of {Z} and dr^-s be the





ift > Z(n)&6(j^) = (eqn2.3)
C(i) = (n-i)/(n-i+l) (eqn 2.4)
[Ref 4:p. 464] and G(t)= l-G(t). If there isn't any censoring, then the product Hmit
reduces to the binomial estimate for each t. This estimate appUed to the data of the
passage times to state for the N individuals will be referred to as the Kaplan-Meier
estimate of the distribution of the first passage time to state and denoted as
P^(t) ^ P^{D>t}.
2. Maximum Likelihood Estimate
In this subsection, the maximum likelihood estimate will be given for the
special case when the sojourn time in state / is exponentially distributed with mean 1/p.
(i=l,2).
Let R.. be the number of transitions from state / to / for one individual. The
1]
-^
log likelihood function for the individual is
^= Rj2ln(l-e) + R^Qlne + R2ilnp2 + (R^0 + Rl2)lnpj - pjTj - P2T2 (eqn 2.5)
where Tj (i= 1,2) is the total time spent in state / before entrance into state or
censoring [Ref 5:p. 2]. The maximum likelihood estimators are
e= R^o/(R^o+Ri2) (eqn 2.6)
p^ = (Rl0 + Rl2)/Ti (eqn2.7)
P2 = ^21 1^2 • (^q^ 2.8)
The maximum likelihood estimate for the survival distribution is
[Ref. 5:p. 5 eqn 1.17]
Pp{D> t) = {epV(ii-M^[(^2-^ p2)/^2]e^Pt^'^2]-t(^l + p2)Ai]exp[tii]} (eqn 2.9)
A A
where "k^ and X^ are the roots of the equation
ePlp2 + y(Pi + P2) + y^ = . (eqn 2.10)
The above estimate will be referred to as the parametric estimate and denoted as
Pp(0 = Pp{D>t}.
3. Renewal Equation Estimate
The probability P{D > t) satisfies the renewal equation
P{D>t} = Fi(t)4-(I-e)foFi(ds)F2(t-s)-f(l-e)fo(F,*F2)(ds)P{D>t-s} (eqn 2.11)
where F. is the distribution of the sojourn time in state /, F. (t) = 1-Fj (t), and Fj*F2 is
the convolution of Fj and ¥2-
The solution to the renewal equation 2.11 is
P(D> t} = g(t) + f R(ds) g(t-s) (eqn 2.12)
where




R(t) = X (1-6)" (F^*F2)" (t) (eqn 2.14)
.*
where (Fj*F2)" (t) denotes the n-fold convolution of (Fj*F2) with itself at time t.
A nonparametric estimate for P{D > t) can be obtained by replacing F. by its
Kaplan- iMeier estimate and by its maximum likelihood estimate in equation 2.12. If
the largest sojourn time in state / is censored then the Kaplan-Meier estimate of F. is
not an honest distribution function (F.(co)< 1) since the estimate is undefined past the
largest sojourn time. In this case the dishonest distribution estimate is used in all the
remaining computations which will give a conservative estimate of the survival
distribution.
An approximation to equation 2.12 can be found by using a discrete time
approximation to R(t) as follows. Let 6 > be a constant and let
Pn(S) = (1-e) {[Fi*F2](n6) - [Fi*F2]((n-l)6)} . (eqn 2.15)
Recursively approximate R(t) as follows
RJO) = (eqn 2.16)
\in^) = I Pk(S) + I Pk(S) Ra((n-k)6) .
An approximation to the solution of equation 2.12 using estimates of F. and is
P^{D> t} = g(t) + X iK(^^) - K((^-^)^)} g(t-l^S) (eqn 2.17)
where n(6) is the largest integer less than t/6 [Ref 5:p. 9 eqn 2.9]. If the number of
individuals N or the time t are large, the estimate of equation 2.17 may require a large
number of additions of small non-negative numbers. This estimate will be referred to
A A
as the renewal estimate and denoted as P (t) = P {D> t}.
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4. Asymptotic Renewal Estimate
A A
Let Fj be the Kaplan-Meier estimate of F. and be the maximum likelihood
estimate of 0; then defme
9i(^)
= J^exp[s^]F.(ds) (eqn2.18)
where again Fj may be a dishonest distribution due to censoring of the last sojourn
time in state /. The asymptotic renewal estimate of the survival distribution is
[Ref. 5:p. 11 eq. 3.11]
P3{D>t} = exp[tK](b/)i) (eqn2.19)
where K is the solution to the equation
(l-0)(p^{K)(p2(K) = 1 (eqn2.20)
and
J = (1-0) j7exp[sK] s (Fj^F^Xds) (eqn 2.21)
and
b = {6/K) $j(K) . (eqn 2.22)
The K for equation 2.19 was found by numerical search using equations 2.18 and 2.20.
The above estimate will be referred to as the asymptotic estimate and denoted as
P^(t)-PJD>t}.
A
If Pj.{D>t} were exactly the solution of the equation 2.12 with the
Kaplan-Meier estimate o^ F. and the maximum likelihood estimate of being used
then
P^{D>t}/P^{D>t} ~ 1 (eqn 2.23)
as f->oo in the case where the Kaplan-Meier estimates are honest distributions.
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III. ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM
A. SIMULATION
A Fortran program is written to generate and analyze the data for this problem.
All simulations are carried out on an IBM 3033AP computer at the Naval
Postgraduate School using the LLRANDOM II random number generating package
[Ref. 6]. The data for the simulation experiments are generated as follows:
Independent exponential censor times with mean 1/c are generated for each individual.
The individual starts in state 1 at t=0 and an exponential time with mean 1/p^ is
generated for the sojourn time. A comparison between the sojourn and censor time is
done; if the sojourn time is smaller, then the sojourn time is recorded; if the censor time
is smaller, the truncated sojourn time and the censored death time are recorded. From
state 1, if not censored yet, a uniform random number is compared to theta; if less
than theta, the process jumps to state and the uncensored death time is recorded; if
greater than theta, the process jumps to state 2 and an exponential sojourn time with
mean I/P2 is computed. The total time (sojourn times in state 1 plus sojourn times in
state 2) is compared to the censored time; with the same actions as listed above. From
state 2, the process jumps to state 1 and continues until an uncensored or censored
death occurs. The times are recorded and the next individual is started. This continues
until all N individuals have been generated. The data in each state is sorted in
increasing order for ease of program manipulations. If N is small, it is possible for all
the sojourn times in a state to be censored or for all the first passage times to state to
be censored which results in Pj.(t), P^Ct), or P^(t) being undefined for all t. In these
cases the replication is dropped and a new replication generated.
A sample data set is listed below for N= 10. The first row under state 1 and state
2 gives each particular censored or uncensored sojourn time that is generated for that
state. Under each sojourn time, the binary number indicates whether the individual is
censored (1) or not (0) during that sojourn time. State indicates times of death
(passage time to state 0), and whether censored (1) or not (0); note that the times
indicate either the time of death (not censored) or the time of censoring (censored






0.1356 0.1615 0.2114 0.2748 0.2996 0.3067 0.3450 0.3725 0.3996 0.4305
1 1 10 10 1
0.8676 1.1980 2.4630
State N=10
0.1356 0.1615 0.2748 0.3450 0.8676 0.8832 0.9930 1.1980 2.4630 2.7312110 10 10 1
Using equations 2.3, 2.9, 2.17, and 2.19, estimates of the survival distribution
P{D> t} from the data are calculated from subroutines in the Fortran program. Output
from the program produces a table like the one below that includes: time, actual
A
survival probability (ACT(t)), parametric estimate (P {D>t)), renewal estimate
A, A P
(Pj.{D>t}), asymptotic estimate (P^{D>t}), and the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the first
A
passage time to state (P.{D>t}). The actual survival probability ACT(t) is
computed using equations 2.9 and 2.10 with the actual parameter values instead of the
estimated values. The Kaplan-Meier estimate uses only the uncensored first passage
times to state 0. Output in Table 1 is for the data set listed above.
In Table I, the renewal and asymptotic estimates decrease as t increases. In this
case, the largest sojourn times in both state 1 and state 2 are uncensored. To
demonstrate what can happen when the largest sojourn times are censored, Table II
shows a case where the largest sojourn times in state 1 and state 2 are censored.
Notice that after t=5 there is little change in the renewal estimate. The survival
probability levels off and becomes constant. The asymptotic estimate starts low (half
the probability) and goes to zero just after t=5. In a third case, when either of the
largest sojourn times in state 1 or state 2 are censored, the effects are somewhere
14
between the two cases mentioned above; the renewal estimate starts to level ofT but
may not become constant and the asymptotic estimate starts lower than normal and
may go to zero. The dishonest Kaplan-Meier estimate of F. has a definite affect on
A A '
Pj.(t) and Pg(t) for large t.
TABLE I
OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM
Survival Probability P(D> t}
Time ACT(t) Pp{D>t) P^(D>t} PJD>t} Pk(D>t}
.5 0.79965 0.73641 0.66667 0.68473 0.87500
1.0 0.66340 0.56522 0.52606 0.54348 0.58333
2.0 0.47996 0.35318 0.36158 0.34238 0.38889
5.0 0.19737 0.09549 0.09181 0.08560 Undefined
7.0 0.10985 0.04027 0.03451 0.03397 Undefined
10.0 0.04563 0.01103 0.00874 0.00849 Undefined
12.5 0.02194 0.00375 0.00272 0.00268 Undefined



























































For the simulated model described above, parameter values of Pj=l, P2=l»
6 = 0.5, and c=0.5 are used. The simulation uses two different numbers of observed
individuals. The number of individuals is set at 10 and 50, representing a low and
moderate number of subjects. The simulation is replicated 500 times utilizing different
seeds to generate the data. The average relative bias for each estimate is computed by
ARB(t) = (1/M) Y. (ESTj(t)-ACT(t))/ACT(t) (eqn 3.1)
where EST.{t) is the value of an estimate computed for the i^ replication at time / and
ACT(t) is the actual model value at time /. For the Kaplan-Meier estimate, M is taken
as the number of Kaplan-Meier estimates of the first passage time to state still
defined by time t. For the other estimates, M is the number of replications (500).
The figures below show histograms of the relative bias of the observations
(ESTj(t)-ACT(t))/ACT(t). Figure 3.1a shows histograms of the relative bias for each of
the four estimates when N= 10 and at t=0.5. Each of the histograms looks relatively
normal with possibly a shght skew to the left. The parametric estimate has the tightest
distribution and the asymptotic estimate the worst which is expected since the
asymptotic properties are for large /. Figure 3.1b shows the relative bias for each
estimate when N= 10 and t=5.0. The parametric is somewhat normal but skewed to
the right. The renewal estimate looks a little less skewed. The asymptotic estimate is
skewed to the right and looks exponential. At time t=5.0, less than half of the
Kaplan-Meier estimate of the first passage time to state are defined. The histogram
of the defined Kaplan-Meier estimate is starting to show an accumulation of mass at
-1.0 which is the value of the relative bias where the largest passage time observation is
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Figure 3.1b Histograms of relative bias for N= 10 and t= 5.0.
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Table III shows the ARB(t) of the estimates for the case when N= 10 individuals
and Table IV for the case when N = 50 individuals. The ARB(t) for each estimate is
given for selected values of /. Along with the ARB(t) in the parentheses is the
corresponding standard error. The standard error is computed by taking each
observation of the relative bias (ESTj(t)-ACT(t))/ACT(t) and subtracting the ARB(t),
squaring this and summing over all M observations, then dividing by M-1. This
produces the distribution variance, which is divided by M and the square root taken of
to get the standard error of the ARB(t) for each estimate at time /. The variance
together with the average relative bias can be used to obtain an estimate of the relative
mean squared error of the estimate. The right most column of the Tables III and IV
gives the number of replications out of 500 that still has defined Kaplan- Meier
estimates of the distribution of the first passage time to state by time t.
TABLE III
AVERAGE RELATIVE BIAS
Exponential Model N=10 (500 Reps;)











































































The parametric estimate P (t) uses the most correct information about the
process. For N=10, the parametric estimate is within three standard deviations of
zero bias for / < 5. As r gets larger, the relative bias tends to increase. The parametric
estimate understandably has the smallest relative bias for small t. For large r, the small
sample sizes involved are probably responsible for the larger relative bias. For small
times the renewal estimate and the Kaplan-Meier estimate for the distribution of the
first passage time to state have about the same average relative bias. For small N
and large /, the renewal estimate has large bias. As noted before, the renewal estimate
will be biased if the largest observations of the sojourn times in a state are censored
thus causing the Kaplan-Meier estimate F. to be undefined. The bias could also be
caused by the step size in the discrete time approximation (step size 0.01) being too
large, or by numerical error in summing large quantities of small numbers, as
mentioned earlier. The Kaplan-Meier estimate does well for small t and small N. As
time increases, the number of data points depreciates rapidly. Because of the small
number of subjects in each run, the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the distribution of the
first passage time to state lost over half its data due to undefined distributions. By
time r= 10, there are no survivors using the Kaplan-Meier estimate, resulting in the
-1.0 average relative bias. From equation 2.23, the renewal estimate and the
asymptotic estimate should be approximately the same for large / if the Kaplan-Meier
A
estimates F. are always defined. The asymptotic estimate is negatively biased for small
t but changed over at r> 12.5. Once again, it could be biased due to censoring of the
largest sojourn times. The asymptotic estimate has the smallest average relative bias
for large time t.
Figure 3.2a shows histograms of the relative bias for each of the four estimates
when N=50 and at t=0.5. Each of the histograms again looks relatively normal.The
distributions are much tighter when compared to Figure 3.1a. The parametric estimate
has the tightest distribution and again the asymptotic estimate the worst. Figure 3.2b
shows the relative bias for each estimate when N=50 and t=-5.0. All the estimates
except the Kaplan-Meier estimate look relatively normal with possibly a slight right
skew. The Kaplan-Meier estimate of the first passage time to state has just over two
thirds of its distributions defined and is showing the start of an accumulation at -1.0
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Exponential Model N = 50 (500 Reps)









































































For N=50, the parametric estimate again does well for small t. The average
relative bias is within three standard deviations of zero for t<7. An improvement for
large t for the parametric estimate is expected because of the increased number of
individuals. The renewal estimate again has large bias for large /, though not as much.
The asymptotic estimate is negatively biased throughout time. For t> 2, the bias looks
constant. For N = 50, the Kaplan- Meier estimate of the first passage time to state
has negligible average relative bias for t<7. However as / increases, the Kaplan-Meier
estimate looses an appreciable amount of its data due to undefined distributions. By
t= 15, the Kaplan-Meier estimate has no survivors. Once again for large t {t= 15), the
asymptotic estimate has the smallest average relative bias.
23
A simulation experiment is done for a case in which there is a relatively high
number of individuals N=100; c=0.5, Pj=l, P2= 1. 6 = 0.5. The results appear in
Table V. The increased number of individuals has decreased the average relative bias
for all the estimates. The standard error of all the estimates has also decreased. From
Tables III, IV, and V, it appears that as the number of observed individuals increase
the average relative bias for all the estimates decrease.
TABLE V
AVERAGE RELATIVE BIAS
Exponential Model N= 100 (500 Reps)









































































In order to investigate the effect of censoring on the values of P^(t) and PJi^) for
large t, a simulation study is done in which the exponential censoring times has a mean
of l/c=1000. The other parameters are Pj = l, P2^1' ^^'^ = 0.5 as before. Once
again the number of individuals are N= 10, 50. The results are presented in Tables VI
and VII. The results in Table VI suggest that the effect of the small sample size
24
resulting from N= 10 dominates the performance of all the estimates except for the
Kaplan-Meier estimate for large t. The results of Table VII suggest that the method of
A A A
computing P (t) is affecting its performance for large t since Pj.(t)/Pg(t) ~ 1 as r->oo.
For N= 50, limited censoring has improved the average relative bias of all the estimates
for large t. Somewhat surprisingly, with limited censoring the Kaplan-Meier estimate
has almost the best average relative bias. However, the standard error of its estimate is
larger than that of the other estimates'. Thus the Kaplan-Meier estimate tends to be
more variable than the other estimates.
TABLE VI
AVERAGE RELATIVE BIAS



























































































































































Below are reported simulation results experimenting with difierent parameter
values of Pj and c. For these studies, the number of individuals is set at N = 50 to
reduce the effects of undefined Kaplan-Meier estimates of F.. Four different cases are
simulated. The sojourn time in state 1 is changed to reflect a higher and lower mean
sojourn time and the censoring mean time is changed to reflect more or less censoring.
The first cases that are simulated are the changes in the mean sojourn time in
state 1. The other parameters are c = 0.5, P2= 1» and = 0.5 as before. The mean
sojourn time of state 1 is increased from 1 to 2 (Pj = 0.5) and decreased from 1 to 0.5
(Pj = 2). With the increase in the mean sojourn time of state 1, the probability of a
death being censored increases. For a decrease in the mean sojourn time, the opposite
is true. There are quicker jumps out of state 1, resulting in more uncensored deaths.
Tables VIII and IX show the computed average relative bias using equation 3.1 along















































































In Table VIII where the mean sojourn time in state 1 increases, the average
relative bias of the parametric estimate looks about the same as in Table IV. The
average relative bias of the renewal estimate is slightly better than in Table IV. The
average relative bias of the asymptotic estimate looks like it increased, but is within
three standard errors of Table IV. The average relative bias of the Kaplan-Meier
estimate of the first passage time to state looks the same as in Table IV. The number
of defined Kaplan-Meier estimates has decreased due to the increase in the probability
of a censored death as mentioned earlier. There are two survivors at r= 15.
In Table IX where the mean sojourn time in state 1 decreases, the parametric,
asymptotic, and Kaplan-Meier estimates have the same average relative bias as in
Table IV. The number of defined Kaplan-Meier estimates has increased due to the
decrease in the probability of a censored death. The renewal estimate has increased as




Exponential Model N=50 (p^ = 2) (500 Reps)









































































The next cases that are simulated are the changes in the censoring distribution;
the other parameters are p, = 1, P2= 1. and = 0.5 as before. The exponential mean
time to censor is increased from 2 to 4 (c=0.25) and decreased from 2 to 1 (c= 1).
With an increase in the mean censoring time, the probability of a censored death
decreases. With a decrease in the mean censoring time, the opposite is true. Tables X
and XI show the average relative bias for each simulation along with the standard
error.
Table X where the mean censoring time increases (l/c = 4), falls between Table
IV and Table VII. The average relative bias of the parametric estimate is worse than in
the limited censoring case of Table VII but sUghtly better than in the case c = 0.5 of
Table IV. The average relative bias of the renewal estimate is much worse than it is
with the limited censoring of Table VII but about the same to slightly better in the tail
28
than in the case c=0.5 of Table IV. The average relative bias of the asymptotic
estimate is about the same as the limited censoring case but much better than in the
case c = 0.5. The average relative bias of the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the first passage
time to state is about the same for small to moderate times and worse for large times
than in the limited censoring case of Table VII and better for large times than in the
case c = 0.5 of Table IV. The number of defined Kaplan-Meier estimates is between the
















































































In Table XI where the mean censoring time decreases, the average relative bias of
the parametric estimate is about the same for small to moderate times and then is
worse for large times than in Table IV. The average relative bias of the renewal and
asymptotic estimates are both worse for t> 2 due possibly to an increase in the number
of dishonest Kaplan-Meier estimates of F.. The average relative bias of the the
Kaplan-Meier estimate of the first passage time to state is worse for t> 5. The
number of defined Kaplan-Meier estimates has decreased reflecting the decrease in the
mean time to censoring.
TABLE XI
AVERAGE RELATIVE BIAS













































































In the above simulations the maximum likelihood estimate used the known
correct model. Often, a model needs to be chosen to describe a data set. Attempts are
made to analyze the data to determine a good model. However, when sample sizes are
small, the difTiculty of finding a good model increases. Hence due to small sample sizes
or ease of computation, an incorrect model may be chosen to describe a data set. In
this section, the robustness of the estimates proposed in Chapter II is studied with
respect to an incorrect model assumption concerning the sojourn time in state 1.
The data for the simulation experiment in this section are generated from the
following three state semi-Markov process: Individuals start in state 1 at t=^0. The
probability of a jump to state is 9; to state 2 is 1-6. From state 2 the probability of a
jump to state 1 is 1. State is an absorbing state. The sojourn time in state 2 is
exponential with mean I/P2. The sojourn time in state 1 is the sum of two independent
exponentials with means 1/Pj and l/p^; that is, the sojourn time in state 1 has a
hypoexponential distribution. Censoring is independent and exponentially distributed
with mean 1/c. The same basic Fortran program is employed, modified for the above
change. The data generated are analyzed by the same Fortran subroutines for each
estimate as in the first section. In particular, the (incorrect) maximum likelihood
estimate of equation 2.9 is used. This maximum likelihood estimate assumes the
sojourn time in state 1 has an exponential distribution rather than the true
hypoexponential distribution.
For the first simulation results reported, parameter values of p. = 1, P2= 1, P3= 1,
6 = 0.5, and c = 0.5 are used. Again, two different numbers of observed individuals are
used, 10 and 50. The simulation is replicated 500 times and the average relative bias is
computed utilizing equation 3.1. For the Kaplan-Meier estimate, M is taken as the
number of defined Kaplan-Meier estimates of the first passage time to state by time
t. For the others, M is the number of replications. The actual value of the survivor
function is computed by inverting the Laplace transform of the passage time to state
for the semi-iMarkov process.
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Tables XII and XIII show the average relative bias of the hypoexponential
model at selected values of/ along with its associated standard error for N= 10 and 50.
Again the right most column is the number of defined Kaplan- Meier estimates of the
first passage time to state out of 500 rephcations.
TABLE XII
AVERAGE RELATIVE BIAS
Hypoexponential Model N=10 (500 Reps)









































































In Table XII, for N= 10, the parametric estimate based on the incorrect model
shows more relative bias for small t than the results in Table III using the correct
maximum likelihood model. However, for moderate times J<t<7 the effect of the
small number of individuals has overwhelmed the effect of the incorrect model and the
relative bias is approximately the same as for the correct model given in Table III.
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The average relative bias of the nonparametric estimates appear to do well. The
renev^al estimate and the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the first passage time to state
seem to do very well for small times and about the sarhe for moderate to large times,
with the Kaplan-Meier decreasing to -1.0 at /= 15. The asymptotic estimate seems to
do about the same as in the situation of Table III; it is still negatively biased and has
the smallest average relative bias for large times.
TABLE XIII
AVERAGE RELATIVE BIAS
Hypoexponential Model N = 50 (500 Reps)









































































In Table XIII, the case of the larger number of individuals N = 50, the effect of
the incorrect model of the maximum likelihood estimate has a more noticable effect on
the average relative bias; the average relative bias for the parametric estimate is
significantly higher than for the nonparametric renewal and Kaplan-Meier estimates for
t^2. The nonparametric renewal and Kaplan-Meier estimates have about the same
average relative bias for t<5. The average relative bias of the asymptotic estimate
does the same as in Table IV, and still consistently negatively biased. The
Kaplan-Meier estimate of the first passage time to state does the same as in Table
IV. There is still one survivor at /= 15.
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A simulation experiment is done for the case in which there is a relatively high
number of subjects N= 100; the other parameters are as before. Table XIV show the
effects of the increase in observed individuals. The average relative bias of the
parametric estimate shows less relative bias than in Table XIII but still significantly
higher than Table V using the correct model with comparable number of subjects. The
average relative bias of the nonparametric estimates has lower relative bias than Table
XIII and about the same relative bias as Table V. Again it appears that the average
relative bias for all the estimates decrease as the number of individuals increase.
TABLE XIV
AVERAGE RELATIVE BIAS
Hypoexponential Model N=100 (500 Reps)









































































To study the effects of censoring for this model, a simulation experiment is done
in which the exponential censoring times has a mean of l/c= 1000. The other
parameters are p, = 1, P2= 1, P3= 1, and = 0.5 as before. The number of individuals is
N = 50. The results are shown in Table XV. The average relative bias of the parametric
34
estimate is higher for all times than Table VII using the correct model. The average
relative bias of the nonparametric estimates are about the same as Table VII. Again,
even with limited censoring, the average relative bias of the renewal estimate has
computational problems for large t.
TABLE XV
AVERAGE RELATIVE BIAS
Hypoexponential Model N=50 (Limited Censoring, c == 0.001) (500 Reps)









































































Two additional simulations are done using different hypoexponential distributions
for the sojourn time in state 1. For these simulations the number of individuals is set at
N=50 for comparative purposes. The first simulation uses a hypoexponential
distribution of Pj=l, P2= 1, p3 = 0.1, = 0.5, and c = 0.5. Table XVI shows the




Hypoexponential Model >;=50 (p3 = 0.1 ) (500 Reps)
Time Pp(t)
.









































































Surprisingly, in Table XVI, the average relative bias of the. parametric estimate is
significantly better than Table XIII. The survivor function of the first passage time to
state for the semi-Markov model having the sum of two exponentials with mean 1
and 10 for the sojourn time in state 1 was computed. It was compared to the
corresponding survivor function of the Markov model of Chapter II having
exponential sojourn time in state 1 with mean 11. The parameters P2= 1. and = 0.5
are as before for both models. For large t, the two survivor functions are
approximately P{D> t} = exp[-0.045t] for the semi-Markov model and
P(D> t} = exp[-0.043t] for the Markov model. Thus it appears that the small average
relative bias for the parametric estimate in Table XVI is due to the closeness of the
survivor functions for the two models. The average relative bias of the renewal
estimate is significantly better than Tables XIII and IV. The average relative bias of
the asymptotic estimate is significantly worse than Tables XIII and IV. A possible
explanation for this is that with a mean sojourn time in state 1 of approximately 1
1
and a mean censoring time of 2, the process either jumps to state at first transition or
36
becomes censored due to the expected long sojourn time in state 1. Therefore, the
Kaplan-Meier estimates for F. will probably contain most of the probability mass at
small times and relatively little mass for large times due to censoring, causing the
Kaplan-Meier estimates of F. to be unreliable for large times. The renewal and
Kaplan- Meier estimates have approximately the same relative bias for t<7. The
average relative bias of the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the first passage time to state is
about the same as Tables XIII and IV. For t>J2.5, the Kaplan-Meier estimate is
significantly better than Tables XIII and IV, however, of the 500 replications only 85
are still defined by r= 12.5 in Table XVI.
The next simulation experiment uses a hypoexponential distribution for the
sojourn time in state 1 that very closely resembles the exponential distribution used in
Table IV. For this simulation, the parameter are pj = 1, P2= 1, P3= 100, = 0.5, and
c=0.5. Again N = 50 for comparison purposes. Table XVII show the average relative
bias and standard error of the estimates at selected times. The average relative bias of
all of the estimates are about the same as in Table IV as expected.
TABLE XVII
AVERAGE RELATIVE BIAS
Hypoexponential Model N = 50 (p,= 100) (500 Reps)











































































From the results of Chapter III, it can be concluded:
1) The maximum likelihood estimate uses the most assumptions about the model.
It understandably does well when the model used is correct. It is the most
sensitive to incorrect model assumptions.
2) The renewal estimate and asymptotic estimate are biased by censoring of the
last sojourn time in a slate which makes the Kaplan-Meier estimate undefined.
Further analysis could be done to investigate reasonable methods to make the
Kaplan-Meier estimate honest.
3) The asymptotic estimate has the smallest average relative bias for large times,
t= 15. However, the bias is always negative. Further analysis could be done to
find a bias correction for it.
4) The Kaplan-Meier estimate of the first passage time to state uses the least
knowledge. It does well for small times and moderate to large numbers of
individuals. The Kaplan-Meier estimate and the renewal estimate appear to do
about as well for small t.
5) The larger the number of individuals the smaller the average relative bias is for
all the estimates.
6) The renewal estimate requires a great deal of computation. In view of the
simulation results, one recommendation is to use the Kaplan-Meier estimate as
long as not too many observations are censored, and then use the asymptotic
estimate for larger times. The asymptotic estimate needs to be used with
caution if the last sojourn times in state 1 or 2 are censored.
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